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Objectives

1. Initial Evaluation of Drug Information 
Resources Use through Curriculum 
Change and Into Practice Project

2. Independent Study

3. Other Ongoing Projects
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Evaluation of Drug 
Information Resources Use 
through Curriculum 
Change and Into Practice

3 parts
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Objective one – The Pharmacy programs across Canada are in process of transitioning from Bachelor of Science (pharmacy) programs to Doctorate of Pharmacy programs. US schools made this transition pre-/early internet days so any info seeking behaviour studies looking at the transition of programing and information seeking is out of date. My first objective was to focus on projects looking at this transition and thinking about the information transition during this curriculum change



Project 1

Baseline Data Analysis
Scholarly Output
Kooka C, Isenor J, Helwig M, Bowles S, 

Whelan AM. Development of a 
questionnaire to investigate the 
information seeking behaviour of 
pharmacists and pharmacy students in 
the Maritimes. [poster] Dalhousie 
Continuing Education of Pharmacy 
Refresher. Forthcoming October 2017
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So Project One: An investigation of information seeking behaviour of pharmacists and pharmacy students in the maritimes. This study has funding for 2 years from the Pharmacy Endowment Grant. The goal for this time period was to do some data analysis from our survey, if we were successful for funding and if our funding was not successful to spend time acquiring funding. So we were not successful with our first application for funding but our 2nd application was so in December 2016 we learned the good news. So instead of data analysis, I completed and updated a literature review on our topic, developed an initial questionnaire in partnership with my co-PI, submitted a research ethics application, and hired a research assistant. In preparation for the RA, the usual collection of collection of orientation stuff for them on the project. Our RA started in May, he reviewed the literature, contacted the authors of 5 studies on information seeking behaviours of health professionals. The initial questionnaire tool was updated and face validity testing was completed in Summer 2017 with 10 pharmacists and pharmacy students. Post Sabbatical test retest happened and we met about the reliability coefficient and the survey will be launched shortly. In support of our grant applications provincial pharmacy organizations who indicated certain times of the year were not great, so we finished up things in the fall but needed to wait to launch. 



Project 2

Pan-Canadian review of university library 
engagement with pharmacy departments

Currently offering PharmD
UBC, UToronto, UWaterloo, UMontreal

Like Dal in transition
UAlberta, USask, UManitoba, Laval, MUN
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I reviewed the literature on PharmD and library services and developed a questionnaire. I contacted the pharmacy librarians at all the Canadian Universities with Pharmacy (UBC, Utoronto, Umontreal, Uwaterloo, ualberta, usask, umanitoba, laval, mun). The four universities with pharmd programs, I attempted to arrange site visits and was successful in arranging a visit to UBC & Uwaterloo. The site visits allowed me to interview the pharmacy librarian, tour the library/campus, and potentially meet with any faculty that they partner with around library services and curriculum. 



Project 2

Demographics
 10 Faculties across Canada
 Liaison vs Embedded
 #s of students
 Supporting other programs
 Committee work

Reference & Research
 Support #s

 Opportunities

 Self-sufficient & information 
seeking

Collections & Communication 
 Similar tools

 Similar challenges
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So the first thing that hit me when I started chatting with my fellow pharmacy librarians is that we are at a point of transition as many of the librarians I chatted with were new to the pharmacy role in the last year.  For this project I focused on Instruction and Research, Collections, and Communications.Of the Pharmacy Librarians most work in a liaison model with one in an embedded role. #’s of pharmacy students across Canada vary greatly and this can provide a challenges and opportunities when planning teaching activities, collections and research support. Some of the smaller programs take in approximately 50 per year and the larger programs take in over 200 students per year. Most of us support departments other than Pharmacy programs and of the other departments we support they varied across the country with some of us supporting various medical specialties at UG, Grad or PhD level. Like supporting other programs, our committee work was different with some of us sitting on curriculum committees and the rest of us plotting to get on the curriculum committee. Reference & Research – the support #s were drastically different but that is likely due to class size, how the program assignments are structured, what comes in via reference and not straight to librarian, change in librarians, so many different reasons why these numbers are different. Most saw opportunities to engage with research support or participate in research projects, how or when this happened was different for everyone. Comments of the pharmacy students being self-sufficient and good info seeking skills came up when discussing the pharmacy students on more than one occasion, I can’t lie, these students are often some of my favourites. Collections and communications – the struggle is real folks! No but seriously the themes in the answers to questions on Collections about what we use to do collections were the same with one variation, the challenges we face in given that none of us have a money tree. For communications it is the age old question, what is the best way to engage and communicate with the student about activities or resources via the library.



Project 2

Instruction - # of sessions and points in the   curriculum
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A huge THANKS to the Pharmacy Librarians from across Canada who shared their experiences and knowledge with 
me for this project! 
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Instruction: The zero to 5 on the left of the chart is the number of sessions, due to different class sizes sometimes we teach 1 class to multiple sections, I didn’t include the multiple sections.  So for my 1 first year session, it is 2 sections of 1 class taught in a lab with pre-readings and a marked in class assignment but it seems small with a 1. So Dal to D is actually the Bachelor of Science programs and E to H is PharmD programing. Now some differences here is that the one with only 1st year instruction, that librarian contributes to and teaches a credit bearing course including assignments and marking. H had found that previously instructing in different years of the curriculum changed to no instruction in the new program.  Most of the differences in where we instruction came from where the Evidenced Based Practice elements were embedded. So at Dal the current program if front loaded with EBP that they must apply for year 3 and 4 so I see lots of reference and research questions from 3 and 4 years. Overall, I suspect I thought there would be something that was really different about the PharmD but what I found was the variations with the PharmD librarians/programing is not far off the differences and localizations of the Bachelor of Science libraries/programing. We all need to meet accreditation standards but each program has an unique way of meeting those standards. Future endeavours – a common theme from all the interviews was they are trucking along as is but it will be interesting to see how things evolve over the next few years as adjustments will be made, new things will be tried and we are all curious to see how we can engage and support our Faculty and students.



Project 2

Scholarly Output
Helwig M. Pan-Canadian review of 

university library engagement with 
pharmacy departments. Canadian Health 
Libraries Association Conference, 
Edmonton AB; 2017  [Lightening Talk]. 
Report to the UL, AUL Scholarly 

Communications/Head, W.K. Kellogg 
Health Sciences Library, College of 
Pharmacy Director, and Pharmacy 
curriculum committee, forthcoming. 



Project 3

Revision of teaching materials
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The new curriculum was coming for fall 2017 so I thought it would be an ideal time to do some revising and revisiting my usual teaching materials. The start date has been pushed back but I still reviewed my materials and added a new session to the Pharm  Year 2 critical appraisal course titled: Everything in the medicine cabinet: putting your resources skills to work, information organization, and staying uptodate. This also included some updated worksheets and revised exam question ideas. And we had one of the best exam years yet. WILU 2017 - Edmonton



Project 3

Instruction Materials – Attendance at 
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So I got lucky that CHLA and WILU were both n Edmonton back to back. Post conference I got to go to the West Edmonton Mall water park not once but twice!!! And noticed Edmonton Public Libraries great marketing campaign. 



Independent 
Study
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So I was alone on the zip line outside of Victoria, BC but I had a helper and in the case of this independent study, I had some helpers in the form of library and health leaders from across the country. I contacted about a dozen leaders and received a variety of feedback. I



Leadership 
reading/viewing 
list

http://dal.ca.libguides.com/leadershipreadinglist
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This is a work in progress



Other 
ongoing 
projects

AKA

Academic 
Housekeeping
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I also got a new mop during sabbatical but my partners in crime Stan and Iris loved the box while I did the mopping. And like the mop, I received no help from Stan and Iris on these projects. 



Other ongoing 
projects

 Research Support in health sciences libraries: a 
scoping review
 Research Team: S Visintini, M Boutet, M Helwig, A 

Manley
 During sabbatical ti/ab, full text screening
 Research presentation at CHLA 2017

 Dal DIR
 Continued to supervisor our two volunteer editors
 Results from previous evaluation written up and 

submitted for publication
 Lightening talk at CHLA 2017



Other Ongoing 
Review 
Projects

 Mapping the evidence supporting patient and youth 
engagement in designing health interventions
 Project lead: Dr. Janet Curran
 Updated searches, uploaded results to covidence, 

ti/ab screening

 The impact of transitional care programs on health 
service utilization among community-dwelling older 
adults and their caregivers: a systematic review of 
quantitative evidence
 Project lead: Dr. Lori Weeks
 Reviewed methods I had submitted to team for 

publication and formatted search appendices for 
publication
 Accepted for publication in Spring 2017



Other Ongoing 
Review 
Projects

 Experiences of unpaid family caregivers of 
community-dwelling adults with dementia: a 
systematic review protocol
 Project lead: Dr. Marilyn MacDonald
 Updated searches based on protocol publication 

feedback, uploaded results to covidence
 Protocol published



VS

Answer: “I am driving 
it like I stole it”

Question: Did you 
know the speed 
limit was 110 km/h
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So some final thoughts on sabbatical: So these two items represent finding balance. As you can see Stan the cat there turns out he has a bit of a cat nip issue. And he is generally a little too relaxed. Vs Question and Answer. So on this leg of the road trip we had a destination and hotel booked, my like my sabbatical proposal, there was an end point to our travel day. I knew I had to get to the end and time was limited but there was no need to speed and miss some elements or not enjoy the journey. Finding the balance during leaves like this can be difficult but it is still a wonderful experience. On the drive home from Alberta I found my self pondering what I wanted to do on my next sabbatical. And quick quiz question, not for the Kellogeers who I think saw a post on this. But the Q & A is from a drive through NB with my grandfather who was 80 at the time. Does anyone want to guess who asked the question and who gave the answer?     Yes I asked the question, he (the man who taught me and my siblings and cousins to drive) informed me he was driving my car like he stole it. You may know that Joe Wickens, Shelley and I use to share an office and during sabbatical Stan my new office mate was not like Joe and Shelley for obvious reasons plus it turns out he has a bit of a cat nip issue. This just reminded me that it can be important to get out and away from the usual to get a different perspective on things and take time to explore new areas of interest. Of course it is finding that balance between being too relaxed like Stan and the catnip and driving too fast. Finding my research groove of working on my objectives but stoping to smell the roses along the way and allowing time to explore these projects. 
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